PPE General Style Catalog

Typical Suppliers of use:

- Medline
- Cardinal
- McKesson
- Boundtree Medical
Additional Notes and examples: Face Masks

- Below is an example of face masks, these can be procedural or surgical, but should be fluid resistant. This would be for the patient to wear to decrease the risk of disease spread.
- ANY COLOR in either style mask is acceptable

Example 1.1

Example 1.2
Additional Notes and examples: Medical Gowns

- Gowns must be fluid resistant and can be for isolation/surgical/procedural
- Any color is acceptable but needs to be to approximately the knee level

Example 2.1

Fluid-Resistant Isolation Gown by MarketLab
- Fluid-Resistant Isolation Gown
- Lightweight and breathable multi-ply material is strong enough for tough duties
- Waist and neck ties for secure fit
- Generously sized for full coverage with elastic wrists

For your business 
To view pricing and availability
Login

Example 2.2

Isolation Exam Gowns by TIDI
- Easy on/off design saves time; slides on easily over the head
- Designed with extra length using medium-weight SMS material for a protective barrier from low fluid levels
- Convenient thumb loops assist with donning and help gown stay in place under gloves
- Tear-off at back/neck for easy removal
- Gown naturally curves around the user

For your business 
To view pricing and availability
Login
**Additional Notes and examples: Eye Protection**

- Face Shields are considered the most cost effective eye protection
- Face Shields should be fluid resistant and can be either procedural (elastic loops to go around ears) or surgical style mask (ties behind head) with eye protection attached this would be for providers to wear

**Example 3.1**

![Disposable Full Face Shields by Splash Shield](image)

**Example 3.2**

![Fluid-Resistant Procedural Face Mask with Eye Shield](image)